Executive Education International
Executive Education International provides strategic executive development and
leadership skills for large corporate businesses worldwide.
Operating internationally, it is dedicated to enhancing the personal effectiveness of
managers and leaders throughout the world, by providing specialised executive
education and thereby improving organisational performance globally.
With over 25 years experience in the field our Directors bring a wealth of knowledge
and skills to their work with clients and an outstanding level of success.
Key International Clients include:
Toyota / RBS/ Cable & Wireless / Baker & McKenzie / Atkins Aerospace / Signature
“Gave my company more clarity…helpful and motivating every day”
“Electrifying work at times, as ideas just avalanched”

“Enabled us to achieve 15% market share increase”

“Great tools…good challenging remarks and direction”
“Whatever you want to deal with where you, your department,
your business is going…the clear consensus was that this was
definitely the “Course of the Year”
At Executive Education International client aspirations are at the heart of
everything that we do. We are passionate about building and maintaining
collaborative relationships with all key stakeholders and, in particular, we work to
ensure that senior executives are supported and able to work with their Boards in
order to deliver excellent performance.

Think success……………Achieve more….........
Contact

enquiries@catherineberney.com

+44(0) 207 272 4075

Customised Executive Development Programmes

Leading Change

Mastering Leadership

o
o
o
o

Shaping the vision
Setting the strategy
Engaging the followers
Inspiring with power and passion

o
o
o
o

Culture and values
Transitions and change
Campaign for influence
Critical steps on the path to change

High Performance Teams

Mastering Performance Management

o Establishing goals and monitoring
performance

o Motivating and empowering staff
o Career development and appraisal
o Coaching and mentoring

o
o
o
o

Mastering Inter-Personal Relationships

Building high performance teams
Group and inter-group dynamics
Working remotely
Sustaining success

The Art & Science of Effective
Communications

o Understanding self and differences:
MBTI and other models

o Developing flexibility
o Embracing stakeholder diversity
o Mediating conflict

o
o
o
o

Strategy and context
The science of skills and frameworks
The art of style and delivery
Live role plays, feedback and coaching

Catherine Berney, Director
BCL, MSc Organisational Psychology, Mediator, FRSA
Visiting Fellow and Programme Director Cranfield University School of Management
Catherine is an organisational psychologist and a renowned speaker and facilitator at conferences and
seminars, especially those relating to leadership, complexity and change, group and team dynamics,
communication and managing strategic relationships in business. Her work is systemic and
international in focus, crossing boundaries in every sense of the word. In particular, her background as
an international lawyer, mediator and organisational psychologist enables her to successfully bridge the
worlds of business performance and psychology
Dr Jacquie Drake, Director
PhD (Management Development), MBA, BA (Economic History)
Professor of Communications and Organisational Behaviour at the Cyprus International Institute of
Management, Visiting Lecturer at Mannheim Business School, Germany and Visiting Fellow at
Cranfield University School of Management in the UK where she was a faculty member for 25 years.
Jacquie has a reputation as an innovator in leadership development, pioneering many new approaches
to helping managers become leaders in their field. As an academic consultant she is an experienced
lecturer and programme designer, knowledgeable about business and insightful about people.
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